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PRIVACY POLICY
Introduction
In the case you choose to provide to the Italian Association of Singapore, henceforth
referred to as “the Association” or “the IAS”, your personal information, you consent to the
transfer and storage of that information which, in any case, the IAS will not share with third
party.

We may collect and store the following personal information:





Email address, physical contact information, and (depending on the service used)
sometimes financial information, such as credit card or bank account numbers;
Transactional information based on your activities on the Association website;
Community discussions, chats, dispute resolution, correspondence through the
Association website, and correspondence sent to the Association;
Other information from your interaction with the Italian Association’s website,
services, content and advertising, including computer and connection information,
statistics on page views, traffic to and from the sites, advertising data, IP address and
standard web log information;

Marketing
We will not sell or rent your personal information to third parties for their marketing purposes
without your explicit consent.
Use
Our primary purpose in collecting personal information is to provide you with a safe, smooth,
efficient, and customized experience.
You agree that we may use your personal information to:






Provide the services and customer support you request;
Prevent potentially prohibited or illegal activities;
Customize, measure and improve our services, content and advertising;
Promote our services and those of our corporate family to you, targeted marketing,
service updates, and special offers based on your communication preferences; and
Compare information for accuracy, and verify it with third parties.

Our Disclosure of Your Information
We may disclose personal information to respond to legal requirements, enforce our policies,
respond to claims that a listing or other content violates the rights of others, or protect
anyone's rights, property, or safety. Such information will be disclosed in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations.
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In all other cases, we will not disclose your personal information unless you have been
previously informed or have authorised us to do so, or if we are required to do so by law. If
an order of a court or government authority requires us to disclose information about you, we
shall notify you of this promptly, to give you an opportunity to exercise your legal rights. The
only exceptions to this policy are when the order or law prohibits us from notifying you or
when there is suspicion of fraud or criminal activity.
Unless restricted by applicable law, you agree that any and all personal information/data
relating to you collected by the Association from its website from time to time may be used
and disclosed for such purposes and to such persons as may be in accordance with the
Italian Association’s Privacy Policy.
Cookies
We use "cookies" (small files placed on your hard drive) on certain of our pages to help
analyze our web page flow; customize our services, content and advertising; measure
promotional effectiveness, and promote trust and safety.
A few important things you should know about cookies are that:






We offer certain features that are available only through the use of cookies;
We use cookies to help identify you and maintain your signed-in status;
Most cookies are "session cookies," meaning that they are automatically deleted
from your hard drive at the end of a session;
You are always free to decline our cookies if your browser permits, although doing so
may interfere with your use of some of our sites or services;
You may encounter cookies from third parties on certain pages of the sites that we
do not control. (For example, if you view a web page created by another user, there
may be a cookie placed by that web page.).

Security
We treat data as an asset that must be protected and use tools (encryption, passwords,
physical security, etc.) to protect your personal information against unauthorized access and
disclosure. However, third parties may unlawfully intercept or access transmissions or
private communications, and other users may abuse or misuse your personal information
that they collect from the site. Therefore, while the IAS endeavours to protect your privacy,
the IAS doesn’t promise, that your personal information or private communications will
always remain private.
General
We may amend the prevailing Privacy Policy at any time by posting the amended terms on
this website and such amendments will take effect immediately. If you have any questions
you may contact us at info@italianassociation.org.sg.
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